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Key Takeaways

• Shoot for Love is releasing The Chameleon series from photographer Jake 
Garn as Non Fungible Tokens (NFT) on the WAX block chain.

• The Chameleon Series features 20 unique models, and each one comes in 
six collectible rarities.

• We seek to gamify our collection and reward active collectors through 10 
weekly blend events, beginning 21 days after public drop date.

• Collectors participating in weekly blend events receive guaranteed delivery 
of an exclusive NFT.

• Weekly blenders get a chance at a WAX-backed reward.

• Reward-pool will be funded by 30% of the Gross Sales from the 
Chameleon Series.

• Fully funded, the reward pool will back $3,000 worth of WAX to the 
rarest NFT blend rewards, for each of the ten weeks.

Disclaimer
This living document describes an evolving and changing project. Adjustments and 
updates may be made at the producers sole discretion and without notice.

Do not rely on this information in making your purchasing decisions. This docu-
ment is not financial advice. This document does not constitute a binding agree-
ment. This document may be amended from time to time. There are no obligations 
to update this document or provide recipients with access to any information 
beyond what is provided herein.



Chameleons: Artist Statement
Chameleons is an anti-fashion/fashion-shoot where clothes remain clothes but 
skin transforms into the backgrounds of various textures and colors; like humans 
would if our skin could change, not unlike chameleons.

The cuttlefish takes the skill of the chameleon one step further, changing even 
the texture & color of their appearance at will through an evolutionary technique 
known as adaptive camouflage. As a photographer I’ve become an acute observer 
of humans all my life, and I believe us humans may have more in common with 
a cuttlefish than meets the eye!

For this series I wanted to put my digital touch on a fashion shoot in the same 
way I prefer to approach life, that is I prefer standing out while blending in.

About The Artist
Jake Garn is an internationally published, award winning photographer whose 
work has been unceremoniously seen everywhere from book covers across the 
globe and his photography has even been featured in Ted Talks from brilliant 
minds. Jake is a happy husband to Jennifer and proud father of three boys who 
help take care of two dogs and four lizards at their home just north of Salt Lake 
City, Utah.

About Shoot for Love
Shoot for Love is a visual production house, publishing company and also offers 
training for photographers. Shoot for Love is an American Limited Liability Cor-
poration  (LLC) created & managed by Jake & Jennifer Garn.

The Collection
The Chameleon Series was originally created for a gallery invitational showing 
of Jake Garn’s photography, 2011 in Salt Lake City. It is only fitting that the 
Chameleon Series transforms from Garn’s first prints on a gallery wall to the first 
release as an NFT on the block-chain, barely a decade later.



NFT Rarities

The original gallery showing of Chameleons (Salt Lake City 2011) included twen-
ty-two individual models. Each unique image hung as a 16”x24” Chromogenic 
wet-process print on Fuji Crystal Archive Professional Paper.

The Common rarity uses the same file originally used to create the gallery prints.

Base Set Uncommon Rare / Negative

Epic / Painted Legendary / Animated 
Border

Mythic / Signature
Animation



Blender 
Pack

Collector Box

NFTs Inside 5 40
Card Rarity Odds Odds
Base 40% 20%
Uncommon / Red 25% 20%
Rare / Negative 20% 20%
Epic / Painted 10% 20%
Legendary / Border 4.5% 12%
Mythic / Transformed 0.5% 8%
Auto Blend Token 5% 5 included
Pre-mint with lowest 
serial numbers

No Yes

Quantity for Sale** 3000 300
Price $10 $250

Pack Details

The Collector Box caters toward a more serious collector and includes pre-mint-
ed NFTs and premium lower serial numbers. Also massively improved drop rates 
for the Epic, Legendary and Mythic rarities. The Collector Box also includes five 
guaranteed auto-blend tokens.

Blender Packs are perfect for participating in the blending events and include 
rarities more typical of odds normally seen in drops. These packs also include a 
5% chance at dropping an auto-blend token.



Total NFT Pools
**In addition to the 3000 blender packs and 200 Collector Boxes available for sale we will 
reserve an additional 200 Blender Packs and 20 Collector Boxes for promotional purposes. 
Bringing the total number of possible minted Blender packs to 3200, and total number of 
pre-minted Collector Boxes to 320.  The following table includes expected pools of NFT sets.

Blender Packs Collector Boxes
Total 
NFTs

Sets of 
20

Total 
NFTs  

Sets of
20

Total Sets 
Minted

Base 6400 320 1800 120 440
Uncommon / Red 4000 200 1800 120 320
Rare / Negative 3200 160 1800 120 280
Epic / Painted 1600 80 1800 120 200
Legendary / Border 720 36 1080 72 108
Mythic / Transformed 80 4 720 48 52
Auto Blend Token 160 - 1500 -

Auto Blend Tokens
The  auto blend tokens are an NFT which can be used in the weekly blend events. A total of 
1660 auto blend tokens will be distributed inside the packs. Guaranteed delivery of five to-
kens inside each of the Collector Boxes and a five percent chance at one inside a blender pack.

There will be a set of ten auto-blend tokens, numbered 1-10 corresponding to the week 
they are usable inside the super blender. Limiting the tokens use in a specific week is done to 
preserve the week-to-week rarity of the blending rewards. A total of 166 sets of 10 auto-blend 
tokens will be minted for the drawing pools.

Savvy collectors can pull, buy and trade their way to a full set of auto blend tokens in advance 
of the weekly blend events. There is no planned future use-case for the auto blend tokens so 
be sure to blend or sell them in the designated week for maximum value, or HODL to pass 
down to posterity!



Weekly Blend Events: Beginning 21 days after public drop date.
We will rely on the NeftyBlocks Super Blender to create our weekly blend events. Each week 
will feature two separate available blends. Each blend expires after 166 uses or the end of the week, 
whichever comes first.

Weekly Blend Recipe
Weekly recipes are as of yet unrevealed but expect something similar to this:

1 Common + 1 Uncommon + 1 Rare = Weekly Blender Reward

Auto Blend Token Recipe
Auto Blend Tokens each indicate which week they can be used, additional NFTs are not 
required.

1 Auto Blend Token = Weekly Blender Reward

+ + =
Weekly
Blender
Reward

(166 max)

=
Weekly
Blender
Reward

(166 max)

Common Uncommon Rare / Negative



Weekly Blender Rewards
A guaranteed NFT will be rewarded for each blend. Blenders have a chance at pulling one of 
three rarities (Blend, Stellar Blend, or Inglorious Blend). The Stellar and Inglorious Blends are 
backed with wax from the reward pool, locking in value.

Of course, owners have the option to burn the NFT (destroying it) to release the WAX at any 
time. However, since the WAX is a guaranteed value backed to the NFT the value is preserved 
when transferring ownership, so selling it at a premium would be the wiser option!

This table includes the published rarities for the weekly blend rewards.

Weekly Blend Recipe Auto Token Blend Totals
Reward NFT 
Rarities

Wax 
Backed

Odds Max 
Pool

Odds Max Pool Max 
Minted

Base Blend No 90.36% 150 90.36% 150 300
Stellar Blend Yes 9.04% 15 9.04% 15 30
Inglorious Blend Yes 0.60% 1 0.60% 1 2
Total 100% 166 100% 166

Rewards include never before seen work by Jake Garn.



WAX Backed Distribution
The reward pool will be funded by 30% of Gross sales from the collection. The total reward pool 
will be distributed through blender rewards, 10% of the reward pool each week, for ten weeks. 

The formula for distribution is simple, each Stellar Rarity NFT receives 1/60th of the weekly 
pool, each Inglorious Rarity NFT receives 1/4th of the weekly pool.

This table represents weekly blend reward pools assuming the collection sells out.

Blend Event *Weekly 
Giveaway 

Value
(in USD)

Maximum  
Blend Events

Stellar
Reward
Recipi-

ents

Stellar 
Reward

Value, each
(in USD)

Inglorious
Reward

Recipients

Inglorious 
Reward

Value, each
(in USD)

Total Pool 
Divided by Ten 

Weeks

166 Auto Blend 
Tokens + 166 
Weekly Recipe

15 in both 
blenders, 

every week

1/60th reward 
pool

1 in each blend-
er, every week

1/4th reward 
pool

Week 1 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 2 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 3 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 4 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 5 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 6 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 7 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 8 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 9 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750
Week 10 $3,000 332 30 $50 2 $750

Total $30,000 3320 300 $15,000 20 $15,000


